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As I prepared for today, I realised that I have, in fact, been puzzling about the Good Life for 

many, many years. I even wrote a paper some decades ago on “What generates the Good 

Life?” I have to admit that this paper ranged, in a heady sort of way, from Homer to Solon, 

Socrates, Plato, to Augustine, the American Declaration of Independence, the Romantic 

poets, George Eliot and her novels, to Freud, Klein, Bion. So, I say “heady” with some 

weight because it was not until beginning a Child Psychotherapy training that I began to take 

in the full force of a comment of the psychoanalyst Wilfred Bion’s at an all-day seminar at 

the Tavistock Clinic. He was speaking about ways of thinking: “where psychoanalytic 

theories are concerned, one cannot always see the wisdom for the knowledge”. That hit me 

uncomfortably near the bone in more than one respect. I had, hitherto, been drawing on the 

acquisition of knowledge of the History of Ideas rather than facing what, in so many ways, I 

did not know.  

As a prelude to beginning the training, my then tutor said something very simple and 

similarly memorable. Fresh from academic research, I had asked her what I should read in 

preparation for the two years of weekly observations of an infant in his family setting. There 

was a long pause. Eventually she gave her reply: “Don’t read anything for at least two years. 

Preconception blocks observation.” This comment put me in mind of a comment of George 

Eliot’s about what she termed “a zoophyte hunt”, on the beaches of Ilfracombe. “But not a 

polype”, she writes, “for a long, long while could even G detect after all his reading; so 

necessary is it for the eye to be educated by objects as well as ideas” (1856) – uninterfered 

with, that is, by prefiguration, expectation, knowledge, habit or assumption.  

That was the beginning of a long and continuing process of learning in a quite different way 

from anything I, at least consciously, encountered before. The process was of learning from 

my own experience, of addressing learning through being, through feeling, through a genuine 

desire to understand rather than to possess or to triumph, through relating external and 

internal worlds, that is, discriminating between casual and contractual relationships and those 

that actually mean something – however apparently simple, the generosity of acceptance; the 

kindness of strangers.  

This is where I want to align myself with the paper you have just heard from Mike, not 

especially to add anything to the underlying ideas, but perhaps to stress their importance and 

to bring out particular emphases. The nub, I think, lies in, and I quote, “a good life, then, has 

to be one’s own life, whatever else it might be.” We need, as Prospero suggests near the end 

of The Tempest, to own it: “this thing of darkness I acknowledge mine”, Prospero says. To 

these words I would like to add those of Gonzalo, the honest old councellor, in the same play: 



  O, rejoice  

 Beyond a common joy!  

And set it down 

With gold on lasting pillars: In one voyage 

Did Claribel her husband find in Tunis,  

And Ferdinand, her brother, found a wife 

Where he himself was lost, Prospero his dukedom 

In a poor isle, and all of us ourselves  

When no man was his own.  

 

The last two beautiful lines echo those much better known from another old councellor, 

Polonius, bidding farewell to his son, Laertes, in Hamlet:  

 

 This above all:  

 To thy own self be true,  

 And it must follow, as night the day,  

 Thou cannot then be false to any man.  

 

But, as Mike so rightly says, “change is hard for something has to be given up” and the shift 

towards authenticity and individuation, above all towards truthfulness, is painful and can 

make one feel needy and isolated. Mourning is, indeed, involved every step of the way in the 

course of growing up. That capacity, too, is part of the Good Life.  

 

Mike adduces extreme and powerful cases of non-learning – Norman (who does begin to 

change), Charles, and Herman Melville’s, character Bartleby: “Ah Bartleby, ah humanity”, it 

concludes. This last is a profound tale of an aspect of the human condition, defensively and 

self-destructively lived – one with which psychoanalysts will be all too familiar. A good life 

is never “reliably fixed”, as Mike says.  I would put that slightly differently: that its essence 

lies, of its very nature and definition, in a constant state of turbulence and thereby of growth.  

 

But what is it that makes such turbulence bearable enough to be learned from? That puts it 

anywhere on the map of a notion of the Good Life? A few words need to be said here about 

the nature of the containing experience itself. Again, I draw on Bion. The “container” (his 

word) was originally a military term as well as being one for “receptacle”: for example, the 

enemy was to be contained. Bion would have had this in mind as he drew on his First and 

Second World War memories, to put words to the need for some kind of psychological 

containment for fragmenting experiences, terror and hostile attack. In time, he began to think 

of these as akin to the physically helpless infant’s early chaos of impulse, response and need, 

of passion and anxiety as well as unbearable frustration, persecution, aggression and assault. 

In time, this became a theoretical model for the experiences from which Bion himself learned 

and suffered so much: from being sent “home” from India to boarding school, aged eight; 

from the battlefield, as, effectively, a boy soldier, a mere 18-year-old adolescent in charge of 

a tank; later, from the fragmented states of psychotic patients. It was a model that lay at the 



heart of his psychoanalytic work and initiated what became his primary interest (and mine) in 

the creation of meaning – a necessity for a Good Life.  

 

But what does “learning from experience” really signify? With containment, adverse, painful 

emotional life events can be sustained, and even be rendered thinkable rather than merely 

destructive, reciprocally punitive and incapacitating.  

 

With time, and in good circumstances, the infant will slowly be enabled to acquire, by way of 

the mother’s receptive capacities, the internal resources to begin to make sense of who he or 

she is and what he or she can bear. The pleasures, pains anxieties and losses of ordinary daily 

life can be mentally digested, metabolised in constructive ways, rather than defensively 

evaded, denied, enacted or intellectualised. They can be managed, however extreme they may 

be, by virtue of the fact that there is the sense of an internal force of some kind enabling them 

to be apprehended. For some, this will be the expression of an internalised good parent; later, 

perhaps, of Faith, of Nature, of a trusted therapist.  

 

My feeling is that both Mike and I have been trying to add to the centuries-long debate about 

“The Good Life” something of the mysterious, even transformative, impact of human 

understanding, of that with which we struggle in our consulting rooms, “over minutes, weeks 

or years” – the poetry of ordinary and yet profound, honest human exchange. This does not 

need to be on an analytic couch for it is enshrined in psychoanalytically informed thinking – 

of the sort that goes on in the CPU.  

 

So, to go back to the beginning, I wish to emphasise that current psychoanalytic thinking and 

practice are concerned with the painfulness of the individual’s struggle to change and to 

grow, to acquire the strength to combat the forces of Philistinism, Cynicism and Falsity. This 

distinction parallels the contrast in Middlemarch between the intellectual and personal 

bankruptcy of Casaubon, seeking the “key to all mythologies”, and Dorothea’s slow 

disengagement from that ultimately defensive undertaking in favour of the anguishing reality 

of actual change. (I was very struck to discover that Freud gave a copy of Middlemarch to his 

fiancé Martha Bernays during their engagement).  

  

The main point about this line of thinking is that “healthy mental growth seems to depend on 

truth, as the living organism depends on food. If it is lacking or deficient, the personality 

deteriorates” (1965, p.38). Interestingly, Bion adds: “I cannot support this conviction by 

evidence regarded as scientific. It may be that the formulation belongs to the realm of the 

Aesthetic.” In psychoanalysis, as in great Art, we experience the force of the linking of 

emotion with particulars rather than with abstractions; the seeking after a good that is 

attainable in lived relationships: Generosity, Endeavour, Creativity, Hope, Meaning – the 

Good Life? 


